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United States Patent Office 3,225,188 
Patented Dec. 21, 1965 

3,225, 88 
BEAM FORANG APPARATTUS 

Allan ID. Le Vantine, "Tarzania, Calif., assignor, by mesme 
assignments, to TRYW Inc., a ecorporation of Ohio 

Filed Mar. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 267,702 
6 Claims. (Cl. 240-41.1) 

My invention relates to light beam forming systems and 
apparatus, and more particularly to high intensity light 
beam forming apparatus for providing radiation which 
approximately corresponds to that of the sun. More spe 
cifically, the present invention, in one of its aspects, relates 
to improvements in apparatus of the general class de 
scribed in my copending patent application, Serial No. 
21 6,677, filed August 13, 1962, and entitled “Radiation 
Beam Forming Apparatus.” For a variety of applications 
it is desirable to provide a beann of radiation in which all 
of the rays are substantially parallei. That objective is 
not particularly formidable in the ordinary case; however, 
it becomes difficult to achicve when high efficiency is de 
sired and when uniform field illumination over an arca 
exceciding a few square feet is required. 
While it should be understood that apparatus in accord 

ance with the present invention is not limited to any 
specific inclustry or field of application, it may be most 
conveniently and understandably described by reference 
to one particular embodiment which is particularly useful 
for laboratory testing and evaluation of the thermal char 
acteristics of spacecraft in a simulated space thermal en 
vironment, The Sun impresses approximately 1400 watts 
of radiant power on each Square meter of the surface of 
the earth facing the sun. To duplicate that radiant energy 
on a 10 ft. diameter area in the laboratory, for example, 
would require over 10,000 watts of light power. Because 
of the inherent low e?iiciency of practically all devices for 
converting electrical energy to light, the production of such 
magnitudes of light power having spectral distributions 
conmparable to sunlight and a reasonably similar collima 
tion characteristic usually requires 25 to 50 times the input 
electrical power. To additionally assure that the beam 
intensity is the same over the entire cross-sectional area 
requires substantial improvement over the prior art of 
which I am aware. 
The above mentioned copending application describes 

one apparatus which develops a beann of light having gen 
erally the desired intensity and collimation characteristics. 
Briefly, that application teaches a system which includes 
an improved carbon arc lamp generaliy similar to the 
type used in moving picture projectors and an improvcd 
high efficiemy optical arrangenincint for collecting and col 
linna ting a large portion of the radiliant energy prouilucel 
by le, electric arc. While that pparats is satisfactory 
un lhas becn uscidi with considerable success, it is some 
what limited in performance by the fact that the ligit 
collecting relicctor assembly is located b.chind the carbon 
arc so that the output light beann is required to pass 
through and around the electric arc ancil the associated 
mechanical apparatus, resulting in blockage of light, So 
that the system’s eficiency is less than ideal. A substan 
tial improvement in efficiency can be achieved by systems 
which avoid the foregoing difficulty. 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present in 
vention to provide a high intensity beam forming appara 
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tus having improved beam collimation and relatively high 
efficiency light collection capabilitics. 

It is another object of my invention to provide improved 
apparatus which produces a beam of radiation having 
collinnation characteristics approximately like that of thc 
Suns rays and producing substantially uniform light in 
tensity at all elemental portions of a predetermined illumi 
nated area. 

It is a further object of my invention to provide an 
apparatus which produces substantially uniform light in 
tensity over an area of several square feet, a spectral 
energy distribution approximating that of sunlight, and a 
degree of ray collinnation which is sufficiently like that 
of Sunlight to avoid large discrepancies in the thermal 
effect of the rays on objects irradiated thereby. 

It is a different object of my invention to provide means 
for generating a beam of solar-like radiation which may 
be used in simulating thc thermal environment encoun 
tered by an object located outside the earth’s atmosphere. 

It is one general object of my invention to provide an 
economical apparatus of improved efficiency for develop 
ing a high intensity beam of light energy in which the in 
tensity is substantially equal at all elementa portions of 
a plane normal to the longitudimai axis of the light beann. 

It is another general object of my invention to provide 
improved apparatus for simulating high altitude and outer 
space thernmal conditions. 

In accordance with a preferred system utilizing the con 
cepts of my invention, an apparatus for simulating high 
altitude environmental conditions includes a large cylin 
drical vacuum chamber adapted to receive an object such 
as a space vehicle or satellite which is to be subjected 
to enperical analysis of its thermal characteristics. Asso 
ciated with the vacuum chamber is radiation beam form 
ing arrangennent for applying to thic test object a beann 
of radiation similar to sunlight. Preferably the beann 
fornming apparatus is located externally of the vacuum 
chamber and transmits a beam of light through a window 
member in one wali of the chamber for irradiation of 
the test object by way of a re?ector contained within 
the chambcr. In a preferred form, the light source con 
prises a carbon arc lamp and a light collecting arrange 
mcnt positioned adjacent to the arc for efficicntly direct 
ing a major portion of the arc light along thc light path 
to the test object. In order to achieve optimum uni 
formity of the light intensity across the area to be illumi 
nated, thic light collccting structure preferably comprises 
a plurality of concentrically arrangcd reflective surfaces 
of different mcan diameters. The different reflective sur 
faces preferably are spaccel diferent distanccs fronin the 
carbon arc along thc axis of the light beam in a manner 
such that the radial distances from the carbon arc to 
corresponding portions of the diferent reflective surfaces 
tre Substantially equal. More speci?ically, in accordancc 
with one cmbodiment of my invention whercin the car 
bon arc has a more or less cardioid shaped polar inten 
sity pattern, thc different reflective surfaccs are positioned 
so that corresponding portions are ai approximately equal 
but slightly different distances from the light source, with 
the dcparturc from distal equality bcing in a direction 
to cause the corresponding portions to lie along a curve 
of constant light intensity. The apparatus of my present 
invention differs from that of my aforementioned co 
pcnding application in various respects. One such dis 
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tinction is that the light collccting relective and refrac 
tive structure is positioned in and around the light beann 
path on the same side of the light source as that from 
which the beann path extends. With this improved ar 
rangement of the light collecting structure, no portion 
of the reflectively collected light beam is required to pass 
through and around the region of the arc and associated 
structures. Accordingly, absorption by these elenments is 
avoided and uniformity of the light beam intensity is 
optimized. 

In accordance with another aspcct of the present in 
vention, the light bcam, after entry into the vacuum 
chamber, is projected to one or more collinnating reflec 
tive surfaces which preferably are off-axis parabolic sec 
tions Supported on the interior wall of the vacuum chim 
ber. 
suficiently low therma emittance to make the thermal 
radiation from their surface substantially negligible cor 
pared to that from other portions of the walls of the 
vacunf chamber. ?he use of such collinna ting off-axis 
parabolic reflecting Styrfaces is particularly advantageous 
in that it prevents infrared radiation emitted by the test 
object from being refected back to the test object. That 
is, in order to simulate space conditions, with reasonable 
accuracy it is necessary that the simulation facility be 
arrangcd so that the object being testcd cannot “see” itself 
in any surface which would reflect visible light or infrared 
radiation. A warm object in otter space emits thermal 
radiation and reflects visible light into infinite regions of 
deep space and thereby disposes of large quantities of 
energy. To duplicate that condition it is practically cs 
sentia that a test object in a sinnulation chamber be 
pcrmnited to see only a cryogenic surface which has 
radiation absorption characteristics approximating deep 
Spl CSc. 
These and other objects of this invention will be ap 

parcnt from the following description taken with the ac 
companying drawing, throughout which like reference 
characters indicate like parts, which drawing forms a 
part of this application and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view, partially cut away, of a space 
environment simulation vacuum chamber in accordancc 
with my invention for receiving an object to be cnviron 
mentally tested; N 

FIG. 2 is an elevational view of the apparatus of 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional vicw taken along the lincs 3—3 of 
FIG. I and showing the interior structure of one end oí 
the ch?mber; . 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic ilIstration of a conventional 
arc lamp light collecting structure which is useful in ex 
plaining the limitations of Such structures and the advan 
tages of the present invention; N 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of the light collcct 
ing arrangement of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is an end view of the multiSurfacc light collect 
ing structure of my invention, taken from a position look 
ing along the centra axis of FIG. 5; N 

FIG. 7 is a side view partly in section of the structure 
ilustrin te in FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a perspective vicw of the apparatus illustrated 
in FIGS. 6 and 7; 

FIGS. 9da and 9b are side vicws of one of the re?ector 
elements of the multi-surface light collccting structure 
shown in FIGS. 6, 7 and 8; 

FI GS. (a and i ()b are side vicws of a different once of 
the re?ector elements of the multi-surface structure shown 
in FI GS. 6, 7 and 8; 

FIG. i 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of the optical 
system of the apparatus shown in FGS. 1, 2 and 3 and 
including diagrammatically the multi-Surface refective 
structure illustrated in FGS. 6, 7 and 8; 

FTG. 12 is a front view, partially broken away, of the 
grada te screen filter shown diagrammatically in FG. I l ; 

FIG. 13 is an en larged end view of a bcam intensity con 

The reflective Surfaces are constructed to have a. 
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trol mncans which fornns a part of one en bodiment of the 
Systcm illtiStrait cd in FGS. l and 2; 

FIG. 14 is a side vicw of the apparatus shown in 
FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is a diagramnmatic illustration similar to FIG. 
1 l of another embodiment in accordance with niny inve 
tOl. 

In apparatus for simulating the thermal effects of solar 
radiation it is necessary to illiminate a sibstantial portion 
of the interior of a vacuum chamber with light having a 
spectral distribution generally similar to that of the sun 
within the wavelength range from i 0.2 to 3.6 microns. 
Preferably, the light beam should have substantially 
uniform intensity at cvery elementa portion of thc target 
area. The apparatus of my invention provides excellent 
Spectral distribution, uniform field intensity, and a higher 
efficiency than any existing comparable apparatus of which 
I am aware. In order to duplicate the thermal effects of 
the Sun in a laboratory vacuum chamber of limited space, 
critical attention must be given to the problems of collimat 
ing the rays of light and achieving uniformity of light 
intensity across a planc normal to the light beam direc 
tion. The most practical means for converting larger 
quantities of electric power to light energy with a spectral 
distribution reasonably comparable to sunlight is a carbon 
arc lanmp of the general type commonly utilized in Innoving 
picture projectors. For example, a 13.6 mnm. D.C. carbon 
arc lamp using carbon i electrodes to which appropriate 
Salts have been added, and operating at approximately 80 
volts and 160 amperes, will produce light cnergy across 
the wavelength range from 0.2 micron to 3.6 microns with 
the energy distribution being a close approximation to the 
energy distribution of . Solar radition before attenuation 
by the earth's atmosphere. The efficiency of a carbon arc 
using 13.6 mm. diameter carbon electrodes is about 34%%. 
Thc radiation is emitted in a polar distribution which may 
bc roughly represented by a cardioid of revolution where 
in a radius vector denotes the light intensity. Specifically, 
if the intensity at the direction of maximum light intensity 
is considered as being 100%, the radiation intcnsity at the 
periphery of a solid angle of 70° is about 40 to 50%. To 
achieve reasonable over-all efficiency of the system it is 
most desirable that the light collecting arraingement bc 
adapted to gather and utilize substantially all of the light 
energy within that solid angle. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

An improved system embodying light sources having the 
foregoing charactcristics and an improved beam forming 
arrangement for directing light energy to a test objcct in a 
vacuum chamber is illustrated in FGS. I and 2. The ap 
paratus comprises an elongated cylindrical tank 20 having 
a hinged end bell 22 to provide access to the chamber 
interior in which a test object 2:4 such as an aerospace 
vehicle may be positioned for evaluation of its thernma 
characteristics. The test object 24 is normally positioncil 
near one end of the cluambcr 20 and is preferably sur 
rounded by a liquid nitrogen cooled iner which includes 
Sections 26, 28 and 30. Such cryogenic liner structures 
are well known in the art and, accordingly, arc not de 
scribed in further detail cxcept to cmphasize that thcy 
provide a heat sink for absorbing substantially al infrared 
and visible light enn anating from thc test object. At one 
cind 32 of the chamber there is located a collinnator as 
Sembly comprising a plurality of off-axis parabolic refec 
tor members 34, 36, 38 and 4) which are oriente at 
different anglics º rclative to the longitti dinal axis of the 
va culinn chamber. Specifically, thc diffcrcnt refectors 3-4, 
36 and 38 and 40 are positioned to individually receive 
light from different ones of a plurality of beam forming 
lamps 42, 44, 46 and 48. The optical axis of the lamp 42, 
for example, is oriented so that a light beann projected 
thercfronn and impinging or the reflective surface 3 g is 
reli rccted by that Sterfacc in a direction substania y 
paraliel to the longitudinal axis of the vacuuni chamber. 
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The off-axis parabolic refectors 34, 36, 38 and 40 are 
preferably front surface coated with aluminum (by a 
vacuum deposition technique) to provide the reflective 
surface with a very low infrared emittance characteristic 
so that the off-axis parabolic surfaces may be maintained 
at a relatively high temperature as compared to the 
cryogenic temperature of the surrounding liner members 
26, 28 and 39. Even though the parabolic reflecting sur 
faces are relatively quite warm during operation, the 
thermal . radiation emitted by these surfaces is negligible 
compared to the infrared radiation impinging on the 
target object from other portions of the chamber. These 
refective surfaces 34, 36 and 33 preferably operate at 
approxinnately the tenperature of the ou ter wall of the 
chamber so that difficultics with thermal distortion of 
the mirror surface are avoided and So that there i5 a 
reduced tcndency for vapor and other forcign substances 
to condense on the parabolic mirror surface. As stated 
hereto fore, it is desired that the test object shall “Sec” a 
deep Space environment in all directions so that thc heat 
sink surroundling the object 24 will have substantially the 
safne heat sink characteristics as deep space. Use of the 
off-axis parabolic reflective surfaces 34, 36 and 3S a chieves 
that result by, providing an arrangement whicreby a beann 
of light energy may be introduced in to the chamber anci 
directed to the test object 24 while, at the Sanne time, 
thermal radiation emanating from te test object will not 
return to the test object but will be reflected from the 
parabolic reflective surfaces to variotis portions of te 
cryogcnic inner liner 26 and 23 of the chamber; tlhat is, 
the geometry is sich that any ray originating from time 
test object will reflect from one of the surfaces 34, 36, 38 
or 40 and will be absorbed by the cryogenic wall so that 
the energy is not returned to the tcst object, The para 
bolic collimator surfaces -, 36, etc. preferably are nhain 
tained at an absolute tcmperature of about 300° Kevin 
and have a Surface emittance factor of 0.04. In one par 
ticular case it has been determined that the thermal radia 
tion errors due to the use of liquid mitrogen cooled cham 
ber liners 26 and 28 to simulate the heat sink of space 
are negligible for practical purposcs. For a test object 
temperature of 300° Kelvin (80 ° F.), the error, as con 
pared to absolute space, is about 0.5% for the liquid 
nitrog.cn cooled incr members 26 and 23 and is about 
0.8% for thic parabolic re?iectors 34, 36, etc. With a test 
objcct temperaturc of 2-45° Kclvin (-20° F.), the error 
is maximitinn of about 3%. At a test object temperature 
of about 200 º Kelvin, the thermal i departurc from outer 
space conditions is somewhat less than 7%6. 
The operating temperature of the parabolic collinnators 

34, 36, etc. is maintained within satisfactory non-distorting 
limits by providing a high emittance coating on the rear 
surface of each of the colimators 34, 36, 33 and 43 
(FIG. 3) and on thic structural support nembers SG and 
52 by means of which the collimators are affixed to the 
outer end wall 32 of the chamber. A fiat back epoxy 
paint having an emittance of about 0.92 in the infrared 
wavelength range has been tSed Siccessfully for coatig 
the recar surfaces of the collimators 34, 36, 33 and 4). 
The temperatre of the collinnators will rise bout 3 () to 
40) degrees º. above the ch; in her wall when the apparas 
is opera ting with a ligi intensity, ligt beann falling on the 
collinnators. With the bemns i from the lanpis 2, 4 ! 
turned off, the temperaturc of the collima tors drops only 
about 3° F. below the tempcrature of the outer wall 32 
of the vacuum chamber. "! his rclatively sinnal v:n riation 
in the opera ting temperatre of the parabolic colinators 
3-4, 36, 38 anul 4) is sinn !! cínough so that enmperature 
distortion (if thc parabolic si ir ?uces does not create a 
problem. Additionally, operation of the parabolic col 
limators at a tempcrature considerably higher thain the 
Surrounding chamber walls prevents condensation of 
vapors on the re?cctive Stirface. 
As statedl heretofore, cach one of the parabolic col 

limators 34, 36, ctc. receives an input light beann from 
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a separate lanmp assenmbly. If he solar radiation simula 
tion facility may utilize, depending on size and light in 
tensity requirements, any selected number of similar lanmp 
units 42, 44, ctc. and individually cooperative parabolic 
collimators 34, 35, etc. The exemplary apparatus of 
FIGS. 1 and 2 has four such lanmp units 42, 44, 46 and 48 
with two lamp units located on each side, one above the 
other. Each lamp unit directs a slightly divergent light 
beam toward the vacuum chamber 29 along a central axis 
54 which interccpts the chamber wall at an angle of about 
30°. The light beam is transmitted through the chamber 
wall by a projection lens 56 which provides a vacuum tight 
light transmissive entrance port in the chamber wall. 
The entrance port lens 56 is supported on an angularly 
disposed portion of the tank wall and is secured thereto by 
means of a vacuum tight sealing arrangCinnent which pre? 
erably includes a conventional O-ring. One suci arrange 
ment is illustrated and fully described in may above-men 
tioned copending application. . Accordingly, the sanne is 
not described in detail herein. The Jight beam which is 
projected into the vacuum chamber through thc cnrance 
port lens 56 and along the central axis 54 is provided by 
the externally located lamp unit 4. which is described in 
detail in the following. 

TIE BEAM FORMING LAMP UNIT 

Each lamp unit 42, 44, etc. compriscs a housing 53 
which encloses a carbon arc light source and an improved 
arrangement for colecting the light and projecting the 
sannc a long the optical axis 54 toward the parabolic col 
limator 36. Generally, the lanmp housing and the mecha 
nisms for continuously feeding the carbon electrodes arc 
similar to various moving picture projection damps which 
are well known in the art and commcrcially available. 
For example, one such projection lamp is man factured 
and sold by the Strong Electric Corporation, 87 City Park 
Avenue, Toledo, Ohio, as their model number U-J-II-l. 
Accordingly, the structural arrangement and operation 
parameters of the electric arc mechanism are not described 
in detail. The amp assembly of the present invcntion 
di?crs from conventional moving picture projection units 
in two significant respects. Firstly, I prefer to orient the 
negative carbon and its support and feed mechanism sub 
stantially at right angles to the axis of the positive carbon 
So that the negative carbon and its associatcd feed necha 
nism do not block the path of light rays from thic., clectric 
arc to the light collecting structure. Secondily, in conven 
tional moving picture projection units, light from the arc 
is normally collected by a reflector on the opposite side 
of the arc from the positive carbon and is reflected there 
from along a light path which extends from the positivac 
carbon end of the lamp unit. In contrast, in accordance 
with my invention, the light rays are not reflected back 
through the arc but rather arc collected by a reflective and 
refractive light collecting structure rcfcrr cd to hcrcinafter 
as the “tansflector” and projected otwardly from the end 
of the lanmp unit which is on the opposite side of the arc 
from thic positive carbon. This fcatre has the very inn 
portant advantgc that partial blockage of the collccted 
light by the structures in the vicinity of the arc is con 
pletely obvitel in that the collected light loc: m does not 
have to traverse the region of the arc. filiis feature of 
niny present invention will be better appreciated by first 
briefly considering the magnitude of the problenus en 
countcred in solar simulation apparats and the linnita 
tiets of the arc lamp arrangenmcnts which have been used 
lherctofore. 
As notel hercofore, a practical solar simulator de 

nhands on the order of 10,000 watts of radiant power to 
cover a 10 ft. diameter test area. Even if all the light 
emanating from an arc lamp were utilizable, the total 
input electrical power would have to be sonnething in 
excess of 30 kw. In actual practice, the best parabolic or 
elliptical reflectors which have been uscd hereto fore in 
conjunction with arc lamps are capable of collccting light 
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from a solid angle of only about 40°. The result is that 
a substantial portion of the light emanating from the 
clectric arc is was tcdi, and hence, the over-all efficiency of 
sich prior art beann forming lamps is extremely low. 

Production of tens of thousands of watts of light power 
with such low-cflicicncy apparatus bccomes prohibitively 
cxpensive in tcrms of pover supply apparatus, to say 
nothing of the problem of dissipating the excessive hcat 
energy developed by the low eficiency apparatus. In 
contrast, a system in accordance with my invention can 
irradiate an extended area with intensities up to about 
275 watts per square foot with 10% of the input elec 
trical power being delivered to the test area as radiation 
having a spcctral distribution substantially correspone !- 
ing to that of synlight. This 1 (0% over-all c?ificiency is 
several timics better than the eficiency of arrangelents 
proposed heretofore which usually enimploy transmissive 
optical systems and which do not utilize the multi-Surface 
refective light collecting structure ?s described hercin 
after. 

Morcover, conventional elliptical or parabolic light 
colecting refectors which have been used in notion pic 
ture projection lamps do not readily provide uniform , 
light intensities over an cxtended area aml, conScqticmit 
ly, are not satisfactory for use in solar system apparatus. 
To ilustrate this limitation of prior art arrangements there 
is shown diametrically in FIG. 4 a conventional ellipti 
cal reflector 70 positioncd behind the arc crater 72 for 
coilccting the light which emanates from the crater 72 
and for directing the same generally along a central 
axis 74. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the diameter ôl of the light Source 

or arc crater 72 is indicated by the numerai 76. Light 
emanating from the arc crater 72 and reflected from an 
incremental portion 78 on the surface of a re?iector 70 
has a dispersion pattern as indicated by the central ray 
830 and the limiting rays 82 and 84. The area ða over 
which that light is dispersed at the second focal plane 86 
depends, of course, on the diametcr ôl of the light Source. 
In addition, from FIG. 4da it will be appreciated that the 
diameter of innage ô at the second focal plaine 86 is di 
rcctly proportional to the distance from the particular 
reflective point 78 to the second focal plane 86 and is 
inversely proportional to the distance from the source: 72 
to the particular reflective point 78. In a convcntional 
system, as illustrated in FIG. 4a, utilizing a conventional 
elliptical reflector 70 and a light source 72 of finite diam 
eter, rays rc?ected from a point near the center of the 
cifical refector 70 will be dispcrsed over a larger area 
at the secondl i focal plane 86 because of the fact that the 
radial distance ir from the source 72 to the reflector 70 
is smaller for points near the center of the reflector. 
That is, since ô is inversely proportional to thc radial 
distance r the image size produced at the second focul 
plane by rays rcfected fronn points further from the cen 
tcr of the elliptical reflector 70 will be smaller than thosc 
reflected from incarcer thic center of refector 79. This; 
mncans that in an appara luis using a conventional cliptical 
reflector, a diistinct image of a finite source, ôl of reason 
able size, cannot be formed. And even if ð, wcirc a 
spherically radiating source of Lambcrt characteristics the 
imagic uniformity would not be conserved at the Second! 
focal plane. F ( 1 G0). The relative intensity varies sub 
stantially as shown by the curve 88 in FIG. 4. lihat 
resul is to be avoidledt in solar sinulation appartis since 
a primary object of such apparatus is to provide tinifo?'un 
ligt intensity across the area illuminatel. 

In accordance with niny invention, as illustrated dilia 
grammatically in FIG. 5, the light collecting structure º 
comprises a serics of concentric rings 91, 92, 93, etc., 
having polished specular inner surfaces. Ideally, the 
rings 9 , 92, 93, ctc. should individually be segments or 
siccions of different clipsoids of a family of clipsoids 
which all have foci at F1 und F3 In actual practicc the 
rings may be terroidal scctions (i.e., segments of a body 

5 

8 
of rotation of circular cross scction whose circular axis 
does not coincide with the axis of rotation) approxi 
mating the ideally more exact clipsoidal surfaces. So 
long as the axia width A of each ring 91—99 is relatively 
very small compared to its mean diameter, very little 
deterioration results from the usc of the more redily 
manufacturable torroida? section rings. In accordance 
with one cmbodiment of my invcntion, the light collcct 

" ing structure 90 overcomes the abovc stated limitation 
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of conventional arc lamp reflectors by having the rings 
91—99 arranged so that they are all substantially cqui 
distant radially from the light source 72. This important 
feature of my apparatus causes cach ring 91—99 to re 
ccive light of substantially the sunne intensity fronin the 
so rcc 72 so that the diferent rings 9ì î—99 all illuminate 
the second focal nane i 9) with ligit of equal intcnsity 
to thercby provide a uniform field of illumination at the 
second foca! I planc. Specifically, the rings 9: 1-99 are 
positioned concentrically about the central axis C2 and 
with thc plancs of their means dianneter circles being 
normal to the axis 1892, the ring 99 which has the small 
cst transaxial diameter is positionedl a maximum distance 
along the axis f } from the source 72. The next larger 
dianneler reflective ring 93 is positioncil a lesser axial 
distance from the source 72 such that the mean radial 
distance rb is cqu ai to the“ mcan radial distance ra from 
a corresponding portion of the first reflective ring 99. 
The successively larger rc?ectivic rings 97, 96, 95, etc. 
arc i positioned at successively lesser distances long the 
axis i 82 from tnc source 72 so that nimenn radial distance 
of each ring from the source is substantially equal to the 
mean radial distance r. - By this arrangement, rays re 
ccted from the mean diannictcr points of the different 

reflective. surfaccs are caused to form an image of sub 
stantia?y thc same diameter at the second focal plane 

. 103. In accordance with the equation 
} 

ð == ð-* 
?” 

by holding the radial distance from the sourcc 72 to each 
one of thc reflective surfaces cual, the di ?ferent images 
ð, at the second focal planc {0} are held substantially 
the same so long as ir is long compared to r. if, in a 
particular apparatus ir is not very large relativc to r, 
thcn the innage size can be maintain cd approximatcy 
constant by holding the ratio r: r constant for all of thc 
ring elements. At thc second focal planc 100, all rays 
from the rings 91—99 convcrge to form a least common 
circle. Thc field intensity across this least conmmon circlc 
from a source ð of uniform intensity is suhstantially uni 
forinn. In accordance with ona emholinent of inny in 
vention, the smallest reflectivic ring 99 has a diameter of 
about 6/2 inches. inside that ring there is provided a 
positive projection lens 1624 for collecting the light rays 
within a three inch radius circle surroundiing the cenfral 
axis í 22. and refracting thoec rays sufficiently to direct 
them to thc sccond focal plane 2:3. The lens i 4 is 
prcferably constructed to have foc: points at F and F 
So that it scrvcs in conjunction with the rings 91—99 to 
provide collection of all the light rays einainting from 
the son rcc 72 through a solid ange of about 14 () º and 
projecting all those rays to provite a beam o? unifornn 
intensity at the Secon focal planc É í0. Use of the lens 

}; for collection of the lig" it ray's in the central region 
is lesirable in that it c:n le made more e?icien lhin a 
pirality of sonal li meter reflecting rings having filite 
thicknesses in the transaxial direction. A preferrcd nna 
terial having a high transmissivity in the wavelength range 
of interest which nay be used for the lens 04 is a fused 
quartz So?d by Genera? Electric Company and designated 
as their type No. 1 05. 
Whilc my invcnion ilhas been dcscribed in thc fore 

going with reference to onc spiccific form, it will loc ap 
preciaticci that the concepts are not limited to that pur 
ticular aparatus. For example in a furthcr cmbodi 
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diameter of the light source, the distance of the ring 91 
from the source, and thc distancc from the ring 9 to 
the sccond focal plane l'F. As statel hertofore, the size 
of thc image provided by cach ring is maintainicd m 
proximately the same by thc structural arrangcmcnt of 
the transflector in which corresponding portions of the 
different rings 92, 93, 94, etc., are approximately coqui 
distant from the light source. Additionally, the dista 
equality of the different reflective rings assures that the 
light intensity falling on corresponding portions of thc 
different rings is substantially equal so that thc trans 
ficctor provides a beam at a first focal planc 21 ! in which 
all elcmcntal portions of a cross section of the beam are 
of substantially equal intensity. That is, the transflector 
90 will provide a uniformly lighted surface at the plane 
2 Í. 

There are practical limitations relating to the orienta 
tion of the transflector 98) with rcspect to the light source 
206. If the angle of coverage of the so turce is represented! 
by qh terc is sonnc minimum vale and :come inni* in tinn 
value for çf outside of which the transflector concººpt 
would not be useful. The maximum useful value of ph 
is the angle whcrc thic in terscction of the limiting ray 
208 and the limiting ray 213 form a 90 degrcc angle. 
The minimum value for. qp is the angle at which the 
smaller dianneter rings of the transfector become so 
closely spaced together that the physical thickness of 
the rings blocks a substantial qui antity of the i imipiging 
radiation and thereby causes the individual ring to be less 
efficient than a corresponding annular segnment of a re 
fractive element such as the lens 104. Thus, provision 
of the lens 1G4 in the central region of the transfector 
assembly 90 results in a combination which is considcr 
ably more efficient than would be a further inward cx 
tension of the concentric ring arrangement. 

If desired, a system in accordance with the prescint 
invention may be provided with a variable dianneter iris 
216 positioned at the second focal plane. Because of 
the dispersion technique which is utilized in apparatus in 
accordance with niny invention, the variable clia meter iris 
216 will not reduce the diameter of the beam at the target 
object 222 but rather the iris 26 operates to continuously 
vary the uniform radiation intensity from a maximum 
corresponding to the maximum energy output of the sys 
tem to zero intensity when the iris 2 i 6 is fully closed. 
In some systems using the concepts of the prescint inven 
tion it is inconvenient for practical reasons to proviec 
a variable iris such as the element 2 of FIG. 1 l. 'n ar 
rangements where such an iris cannot be used or can 
not conveniently be positioned at the Sccond focal Filane 
Fa, a substantially different beam intensity control ar 
rangement, which will be described in further detail hcrc 
inafter with reference to FIGS. 13 and 14, has bicen used 
with considerable succesS. 
As shown in FIG. 1 l, the optical system further in 

cludes a projection lens 213 which may be formed of Inna 
terial similar to that mentioned above for the first pro 
jection lens i 104. The second projection lens 23 is 
supported in an aperture in the wall 219 of the vacuum 
chambcr and hus scrvcs not only as a lcns for improv 
ing the collimation of the light beam but also as a trans 
missive entrace port in the vacuum chamber. 
partially collinnated light beann is projected along the op 
tical axis 203 to the right of the en trance port lens 2 i S 
impinges on a parabolic mirror or reflecting surface 22) 
which corresponds to one of the paran bolic collinna tors 3:3, 
36 and 38 of the apparattus of FG. 1. The parabolic 
reflecting surface or collinnator 229 Serves to further 
collimate the bcam so tl?at thc beam lºc tween llic col 
Jimmator 220 and the target object 222 consists of sub 
stantially parallel rays. In a preferred embodimetit of 
the invention, the collinnation of the light beam as it 
impinges on the targct object is within 1/3 degrecs as in 
dicated by the exaggerat cd colimation angie ô in IF G. 1 l. 
In a preferred embodiment of apparatLIS which has been 
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cons!"cted in accorclance with inny invention, the beam, 
::s it irringes on the target object 222, lhas a collimation 
alf-Ingle (? less than one degree when it is adjusted for 

an intensity of 130 watts pcr squarc foot. Thus, thc 
cccllimation half-angle provided by apparatus in accord 
ance with the present invention provides an effective 
“sun” as seen by the target object which is only slightly 
larger than the sun of our solar system. 

Referrig again to FJGS. 1, 2 and 3, it may be ob 
scrvcl that thc parabolic collimators 34, 36 and 33 are 
cach shaped to provicle a single quadrant of the com 
positic light beam which is directed aloing the longitudinal 
axis of the vacuum chamber to the target object. That 
is, the lamp 4,4 and its associated parabolic collimator 
36 provice a first quadrant portion of the composite light 
cann, the la min unit 442 and its associated parabolic 

collinator 3-4 pºrov ile a second adjoining quadrant of 
thic composite ligilt team, etc., with four lamps cach pro 

. viding an individual quadrant shaped light bcam to form 
a conno:ite cylindrical light beam. To that end, each 
one (if the p; rabolic collinnators 3., 6, 38 and 440 is 
shapel more (or less as one-quarter of a circle. How 
ever, a transflector 90 and its associated optical system 
componerts, as shown in FIG. 1 l, will normally provide 
a cylindrical beam which would slop over the edges of 
the quadrant shaped patabolic collinnator 220. It is 
undesirable to have a portion of the light beann over 
lapi jing the edges of the parabolic collinnator 220 within 
the Vacuum chamber since Stuch overlapping light energy 
would generate undesired heat energy. Accordingly, 
in a . preferrcd cfmbodimcnt, the shape of the beam 
provided by a single lamp unit is trinn med by means of 
a nask 212 located at the first focal plane 2, of the 
lcns 2í8, and substantially normal to the longitudinal 
axis 2í03 of the optical systenn. The mask 212 is provided 
with an approximately quadrant shaped aperture with 

perture being shaped by empirical methods so - that 
the beam passing therethrough exactly covers the quad 
rant Shared paraholic collinnator 220 or the corresponding 
clcnlent 36 of Fl GS. 1 and 3. 
From examination of FIG. 1 1 it may be observed 

that the light path of the ray 215 from the lower portion 
of the outerinnost ring 91 of thc transfilcctor 90 to thc 
target object 222 is substantially shortcr than the length 
of the light path of the other limiting rays 213 and 223. 
This difference in the length of the light paths from the 
Sym ninctrically opposite portions of the ring 91 results 
from the off-axis oricantation of the parabolic collimator 
22. The difference in the length of the light paths re 
sults in a slightly greater dispersion of the rays 223 as 
compared to the dispersion of the rays 225. To compen 
sate for that dispersion and the consequent beam in 
tensity differential, tincre is provided a graduatcd screen 
filter 228, positioned normal to the optical axis 203 and 
closely adjacent the mask 2 12. 
As shown in FIG. 12, the graduated scrcen filter 228 

comprises a circular support ring 230 and a large plu 
rality of transversely extending, small diameter wires 234, 
232, 2:33, etc., with the wires 231 andl 232 having a sub 
stanti:ally larger inter-wire spacing than do the corrc 
spondling wires 2. und 242 near lhe right hand side of 
the gradualetl screen ?ilter assenn bly. In the apparatus as 
tiigrammatically illustratel in Fº! G. , the closcly spaccd 
portion 2-!!, 2-42, 2, 3, ctc. of the graduated screen filter 
i; positioned lielow the optical axis 293 with thc individual 
wires 2-4 al 2-2 orienteel in a direction substantially 
perpendicular to the plane of IF G. 1 1. Likewise, the 
nore tistantly space? wires 231, 232 and 233 of the grad 
atce screen ?icr :re locanted above the opticul axis 203 

( FG. I 1 ) generally in the region intcrccpted by the lim 
iting light ray 213. The graduated scrcen filter operates 

2:5 noire radically than the rays 213, 
tercby compensa ting for thc difference between the 
lengths of the light paths to the target, and providing for 
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substantially uniform intensity across the area of the light 
beann as it impinges on the target object 222. 
As stated heretofore, in some applications of the pres 

ent invention the size and space limitations which are 
imposed on the lamp unit 44 (FIG. 1) make it somewhat 
impractical to position a variable diameter iris diaphragm 
mechanism such as the clement 216 of FIG. 11 at the 
second focal plane of the transflector 90. In such in 
stances it has been found advantageous to use a different 
beam intensity controlling device 252 (FIG. 1) positioned 
about the optical axis 102 of the lamp unit and supported 
by brackets 254 and 256 which extend outwardly toward 
the transfector 90 from the mounting ring which secures 
the entrance port lens 56. One form of the intensity con 
trolling device is shown in FIGS. 14 and 15. The in 
tensity controlling assembly 252 is illustrated in FIG. 13 
as comprising a substantially rectangular mounting plate 
258 which has a rectangular central aperture 260 for 
transmission of the light beam. Adjacent the four cor 
ners óf the aperture 260 are located four small pulleys 
262 journaled on cap screws 264 by means of four similar 
bearings 268. The pulleys 262 are preferably about %s 
inch outside diameter with a /8 inch groove for carrying 
a continuous cable 270 which extends in a generally rec 
tangular configuration around the four pulleys and which 
has its ends secured together by means of a tension spring 
272. Intermediate each pair of pulleys 262 the cable 270 
is looped around a pulley 274 affixed to a shaft 276. The 
three shafts 276 are supported for rotation in like bearing 
blocks 278 (FIG. 14). Accordingly, the shafts 276 are 
free to be driven or angularly positioned from time to 
time by movement of the cable 270. The cable 270 is 
driven by a fourth pulley 274 which is aflixed to a driving 
shaft 282 journaled in bearing 278' and having its outcr 
end coupled in a convcntional manner to the output shaft 
284 of small control motor 286. The motor 286 may be 
secured in any desired manner to the mounting plate 258, 
for example by means of the motor mounting bracket 288 
as shown in F?G. 14. Energization of the motor 286 
rotates the driving shaft 282 to longitudinally shift the 
cable 270 and thereby rotate the driven pulleys 274. At 
the inner end at each of the four driven shafts 276 there 
is sccured a circular disc 290. On the inner face of each 
disc 298 is carried a triangular radiation absorbing shield . 
292 having a right angle fiange portion 294 which is spot 
welded to the circular disc 290. By consideration of the 
intensity controlling assembly 252 in FIGS. 1 and 13 it 
may be observed that the inmormost points of the tri 
angular shiclds 292 ai e located closely adjacent the optical 
axis 102 of the lamp assembly. Thc intensity controlling 
assembly is shown in the “wide open” position in which 
the radiation absorbing shields 292 die in planes parallel 
to the central axis 102 of the light beam and therefore 
have a minimal and negligible effect on the light beam; 
that is, when tilne intensity controlling assembly is adljusted 
to the condition illustrated in FIG. 13, it provides maxi 
mum transmission of the light beann from the transflector 
90 to the entrance port lens 56 and to the target object 
by way of the collimators 34, 36 and 38. When the driv 
ing motor 286 is energized to rotate the shafts 232 and 
therefore the four discs 29, the triangular shields or 
vanes 292 are rotated about their respective axes to grad 
ually reduce the open area of the aperturc 269 and thereby 
gradually reduce the average intensity of the light beam 
which passes therehrough. Whcn. the vanes 292 have 
been rotated through 90 degrees from the initia? position, 
they reach an orientation as indicated by the dotted lines 
296. In this latter position, the radiation shield vancs 
292 are positioned in edge-to-edge contiguous alignment 
in a single planc normal to the axis of the fight beann and 
tiherefore completely close thc : light beann transmissive 
aperture 260. In order to prevent the intensity controlling 
assembly 252 from grossly upsetting the uniformity of 
the light beam it is desirable to locate the assenn bly at 
a position along the optical axis as far as possible from 
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the nearest image plane. By that arrangement the in 
tensity controlling assembly 252 can be made to function 
substantially as a variable attenuator which cqually at 
tenuates all portions of the beam rather than simply block 
ing out triangular sections of the beam periphery. In 
practice it is not usually possible to achieve perfectly uni 
form attenuation by means of a beam intensity controlling 
assembly of the type illustrated in FIGS. 13 and 14. An 
other form of the intensity controlling devices places the 
triangular light blocking shields along the perimeter of 
the circular disc 290. In this position the shields move 
completely out of the light beam in the full open position. 
Thus no light loss occurs because of the presence of the 

Sonne deformation of the beam 
uniformity does occur but is not of sufficient magnitude 
to seriously disturb the over-all performance of the ap 
paratus as a means for simulating outer space conditions. 
In a preferred embodinnent of my invention the control 
motor 286 is energized and driven by a small servo 
amplifier (not shown) which is in turn controlled by the 
output of a semiconductive photodetector or solar cell 
298 or the like which is located with in the vacuum chann 
ber on the back surface of the collinnator 36. A small 
aperture is provided in the collimator 36 so that a small 
portion of the light beam falling on the collimator passes 
through the aperture and impinges on the solar cel 298 
to generate a control signal substantially proportional to 
the average beam intensity. The electrical circuitry in 
cluding photodetector or solar cell 298, the servo-amplifier 
and its connections to the drive motor 286 may take any 
one of a large variety of conventional forms. and, accord 
ingly, is not disclosed in detail. 

While the transflector light collecting apparatus as 
described heretofore is much more satisfactory from the 
beam unifornnity and efficiency standpoint than the vari 
ous light collecting mirrors which have been previously 
used with arc lamps, it nevertheless collccts light from 
only a solid angle of about 140 degrees and therefore 
discards a substantial annount of light energy originally 
generated by the carbon arc. Any arrangemcnt which 
will increase the light collecting i capacity of the trans 
flector 90 will be a boon to the solar simulation facilities 
in that it will reduce thc operating costs and the initial 
costs of the power supply components which must be 
provided for a high energy system. To that end there 
is illustrated diagrammatically in FIG. 15 a further cm 
bodiment in accordancc with thc present invention in 
which thc light collecting capability of thc trans ?lector is 
atgimented by provision of an auxiliary reflective ring 
associated with each ring of thc trans?iector. Specifically, 
as shown in FIG. I5, the transflector device comprising 
rings 351, 352, 353, ctc. and lens 36) is oricntel in thc 
usual manner concentrically about the longitudinal axis 
370 of the light beann path. The system of FG. 15 is 
generally similar to that illustrated im FG. 1 1 in that, a 
projection lens 368 is located at tilhc second focal planc 
of the transflector and a parabolic collimator 372 is 
positioned with its midpoint substantially at thc inter 
Section of the central axis 370 and the image plane 374. 
This embodiment dli?fers from tlhat illustrated in FG. 1 ! 
in that the larger diameter rings 351, 352, 353, 354 and 
355 cach has an auxiiiary ring - 351a, 352a, etc. attached 
to the larger diameter edge thereof. That is, the auxiliary 
rings are attached to the edge of the primary rings which 
arc closest to thc source 350 in the axial direction. These 
auxiliary rings arc also sibstantially conically slaped and 
have high specular inside surfaces for e?liciently re?cct 
ing the light, which impinges thereon from the source 
350. Tihc auxiliary rings collect some of the light energy 
which would otherwise be lost by transmission through 
the inter-ring apertures and i reflect that supplementary 
light energy from the surface 351a, for example, to the 
surface 351 which, in turn, reflects the supplementary 
light along a beam path portion indicated by the limiting 
rays 362 and 266. Thus, cach auxiliary ring 35 da, 352a, 
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that the di?ferent light paths from said source to 
different oncs of sail reflective surfaces are of al 
proximately the sanne optic: length anil such that 
the beam path length from a given portion of any 
one of said reflective surfaces - to said target ohject 
is longer than the path length from a corresponding 
portion of any other one of said reflective surfaces 
which has a lessicr mean diameter. 

4. In combination: 
a light source; 
a target member to be illuminated ly radiation de 

rived from said source; 
a light path extending from said source and including 

at least one portion having a central axis which ex 
tends through said source; 

a light collecting means disposed adjacent sail source 
for guthering a substantial portion of the light ema 
naling therefrom and directing the sanne along saidi 
path, said means comprising a plurality of ring-likc 

* reflective surfaces with each of said surfaces being 
symmctrically disposed relative to said axis; and 

each of said surfaces having a radial cross section which 
substantially corresponds to a chord of a segment 
of one ellipse of a family of ellipses having the same 
foci, with each of said surfaces having an axial direc 
tion width that is substantially smaller than the 
straight line distance from the same surface to said 
light Source; 

said different surfaces being spaced along saiul axis at 
different positions such that corrcsponding portions 
of the different surfaces are approximately equidis 
tant from saiul radiation source, and so that light 
reflected by the larger diameter one of suid surfaces 
is constrained to fo!!ow a . substantially cylindrical 
outer path portion which periplerailly encompasses 
the smaller dilinmeter surfaces. 

5. A beam fornining light projection system comprising: 
a light Source; 
a target to be illuminated by radiation dcrived from 

said source; 
a light path extending from said source and including 

at least one portion having a central axis which cx 
tends through said source; 

a light collecting means disposed adjaccnt said sourcc 
for gathering a substantial portion of the light enna 
nating there from and directing the samme along said 
path, said means comprising a plurality of reflective 
surfaces with each of said surfaces being symmetri 
cally disposed relative to Said axis; 

each of said reflective surfaces having an axial direction 
width substantially smaller than the minimum straight 
line distance from the same surface to said light 
SOurce; 

each of said surfaces having a radial cross-sectional 
form which substantially corresponds to a Segnicht 
of a different one of a plurality of eliptical curves 
with all said clliptical curves having the same proxi 
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matc and remote fonci and with al said sir ?aces be 
ing spracet at approximattely (le sainc rat dia tiistance 
from said source sto that the dile en light paths from 
said source to di flerent ones of sail surfaces are all 
Sth:3, tantially the samme lengtin and the light from 
sail source is substantially uniformly distributed over 
a predetermined area of said target member; and 

said reflective surfaccs being axially spaced apart in a 
region between a first plane which pcrpendicularly 
intercepts said light source anul a second plane which 
perpendicularly intercepts said light path at a distance 
from said light Source which slightly exceeds the polar 
distance from said source to said reflective surfaces. 

6. A high intensity beam forming lamp comprising: 
a light source: 
a light path cxtcnding from said source and including 

at least (one portion having a central axis which ex 
tends through suid source; 

a light collecting nimeans disposed adjacent said source 
for gathering a substantial portion of the light ema 
nating the 'cfrom and directing the same along said 
putih in the form of a collinnated beam; 

said mncans comprising a plurality of annular reflective 
surfaces with each of Said surfaces being symmetri 
cally and concentrically disposed relative to said 
axis; Ay 

each of said reflective surfaces having an axial direc 
tion width substantially Smaller than the inminimum 
straight linc distance from the sanne surface to said 
light source; 

cach of said surfaces having a fornin which substantially 
corresponds to a segment of a different one of a 
family of elipsoids which have the same proximate 
and remote foci, and with all said surfaces being 
spaced at apprºximately thic sa me radial distance 
from said source so that the di?ferent light paths 
from said source to «different ones of sait surfaces 
are al substantially the S: fine length aind the light 
fronn said source is substantially uniformly distrib 
uted over the cross-Sectional arca of said light path; 

smid annular reflectivc surfaces having different mean 
diameters with the Surface having the largest diam 
eter being positioned the least axial distance from 
smid source and with the surfaces having successively 
Smaller diameters being respectively more remotic 
from said Source along saidl axis. 
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